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Objectives
The aim of the campaign is not necessarily to refer smokers to the
stop smoking service but is about ultimately lowering smoking
prevalence in targeted neighbourhoods by supporting smokers to
progress along the cycle of change process and pick up those who
fail to quit through follow up.

Research Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

How they would prefer to engage with campaign?
What would a “campaign” look like?
What are the motivators to engaging with the above?
What are the barriers to engaging with the campaign?
How are they most likely to find out about the campaign?

Sample
• Smokers & recent ex-smokers of cigarettes - packaged and roll-ups
• 3 Mosaic Groups in East Wirral (within Seacombe, Birkenhead, Bidston &
Tranmere):– Welfare Borderline (F35; F37; F38 & F39)
– Municipal Dependency (G41 & G42)
– Blue Collar Enterprise (H47)

•
•
•
•

Routine & manual occupations & those who are currently unemployed
Spread of ages (18-60)
16 females & 15 males
Lifestage –mix of pre family; family and post family lifestages (including single
and multiple parents)
• Lived in their community for a minimum of 6 months
• 11 individual depths (10 White British and 1 BME) and 10 friendship paired
depths at the same ‘stage of change’)

Sample
Smokers at various points in the ‘Stages of Change’ Model
Contemplation/Preparation
stage

Action/Maintenance stage

Relapse/Success stage

Welfare
Borderline

3 individual depths

2 friendship pairs
1 individual depths

2 friendship pairs
1 individual depths

Municipal
Dependency

1 individual depths

1 friendship pair
1 individual depth

1 friendship pair
1 individual depth

Blue Collar
Enterprise

1 individual depths

2 friendship pairs
1 individual depths

2 friendship pairs
1 individual depths

TOTAL

5 individual depths

5 friendship pairs
3 individual depths

5 friendship pairs
3 individual depths

Their World
•
•
•
•

Community is a thing of the past
Social life built around family & home
Limited movement and ambition
Black economy

Because we all know people who are selling them from
their house, and they’re full of rat poison and such, I
have gone into my Mum’s house and smelt when she’s
had them, and I’m like “Mum don’t smoke those
anymore, I’ll go and buy you some from the shop rather
than kill yourself with them (Female, Casual Smoker)

Their World
They don’t see past
Birkenhead, they don’t see
past Eastham – Eastham is
another country, and it’s only
down the road. (Female,
Casual Smoker)

I've bought them on holiday as well, although I've
sort of saved money buying them, I've sold them for
£35 - you might make a few bob. I always said that I
don't want 200 sitting there, because I'll smoke them.
(Male, Binge Smoker)

Talking about smoking contrabands,
ciggies, tobacco and all that….yeah, it’s
about quarter of the price or half. (Male,
Habitual Smoker)

If somebody said there’s a quit smoking thing and it’s in the middle of
town, no. I won’t go down there. One probably it would be in the evening
or an awkward time. Well I would make any excuse. But say if it was just
as far as the St. Stephen’s church which is quite a walk up there but not
too far, that would be my boundary there but if it was any further I
wouldn’t walk, I wouldn’t. (Female, Casual Smoker)

Yeah but, you know when a lot of people say, “Oh the smoking ban has killed
pubs?” – it hasn’t. Its ASDA selling cheap beer and Tesco’s – you’re not going to
spend your time sitting in a pub, when for double the money you can drink at
home, and you can watch what you want on the telly - Sky is cheap now. When I
worked in a pub 12 years ago, not a lot of people had Sky – it was expensive to
have Sky, it was expensive to go and buy beer. The only thing that was cheaper to
buy out of the pub were cigarettes, so you’d go and get your ciggies from the shop
and go sit in the pub! But it’s the other way round now. (Female, Casual Smoker)

Their Changing World

Pub

Online
communities
Radio City

Local papers
Heart
of the
community

Local shops

National
communities

Neighbourhoods

Shopping
Centres

Take-aways

Day in Their Lives – Routine & Manual Workers
Up and out to work early for the early shift
Radio City on the way to work (car plant, Kwik Fit, carers, van driver, shop
assistant)
Set break times at work – opportunity to catch up with mates and have a
ciggie and look at the paper
Out the door bang on end of shift – immediately switch off from work
Pick the kids up on the way home
Early tea & in for the night with the TV on, couple of cans from the
supermarket
Friday nights – chance to let their hair down. Friends pop over for a beer &
take away or go to see family living close by
Younger ones – may meet at the pub but not spending all evening there

Day in Their Lives – Unemployed
Start of day fluid – TV as soon as they get up and stays on all
day
Pottering round the house , dealing with the kids if there are
any
Down to the local parade of shops for bits & pieces
No set meal times - no real structure to punctuate the day
Kids in house all day, or playing on street
Going round to friends’ or family’s houses or having them at
theirs
Weekends aren’t any different

Lifestyle montage

Smoking Habits
• Majority began smoking in their
teens/early 20’s – citing peer pressure
• How they feel – emotions about smoking
stronger now than it was when they
started
• Majority claim that they don’t like it and
want to give up
It has got to be yeah you have got to be wanting to do it. If
you go past and see a car for sale and you are not looking for
a car. You are not going to stop and write the number down
are you? You see what I mean. (Male, Casual Smoker)

Yeah, you do it in school, don't
you? Because all your mates are
doing it in the toilets, and you think
you don't want to be left out.
(Male, Habitual Smoker)

I’ve started to feel bad about it, I’ve started
to feel embarrassed. Why? don’t know –
it’s because so many people don’t smoke and
it’s all taboo now to smoke. (Male, Habitual
Smoker)

Segments
Casual Smokers

Binge Smokers
Habitual Smokers

Habitual Smokers
• More likely to smoke without thinking about it

• Blurring of number of cigarettes a day
• Reliance on apocryphal denials
• Perceive that giving up is more of a mountain
• Cigarettes are a crutch
• Even cutting down is a big deal – takes a long time
to cut a few out
BEST CIGGIE: Lots of them - particularly the first one
I had three sisters and the only one that didn't smoke died of
cancer about three years ago, it's unbelievable. And I feel
now although I want to give up, if I give up am I going to get
other complications. (Male, Habitual Smoker)

If I didn’t work and I didn’t go
out then I wouldn’t smoke
(Male, Habitual Smoker)

Casual Smokers
• Doesn’t consider they smoke a lot – ‘I’m not a real

smoker’
• Smoke in response to triggers
• Tend to smoke less than the habitual smokers &
know how many and when they smoke
• More consistent smoking patterns
• ‘Reward’ cigarettes are important (more likely to
have one ‘favourite cigarette of the day)
• Feel they’ve got a case for denying the health risks
BEST CIGGIE: ‘Me time’ ciggie
When I see people smoking and I think, oh, those that are going out all the time, you
smell them, God, you really stink of cigarettes. And I don’t think I consider myself
really as a smoker even though I am, which is weird. (Female, Casual Smoker)

Binge Smokers
• More likely to claim they don’t smoke much

• Rarely factor in the binges
• Binges triggered by social life (not just the pub) and
peer pressure
• Alcohol weakens their resolve (the ‘sod it’ moment)
• Extreme reaction after a binge (smell, taste, feeling
grotty), may not smoke for a couple of days after
• Don’t count the number of cigarettes on binge
BEST CIGGIE: First drink with your mates
We’ll all go out together and if we’re down town or whatever, we
probably go out once every 10 minutes. A 20 pack won’t last you
a night. I don’t know why – you’re just smoking, you don’t need it
or anything, and the next morning you wake up and you think –
oh no” (Male, Binge Smoker)

Smoking Montage

Quitting

Desire to give up
Desire to keep smoking
Enjoy it too much
Rebellious child

Health reasons
Cost
Smell
Pressure from kids
Opportunity
Inconvenience

Rebellious Child
•
•
•
•

Habit started in childhood
Inherent disapproval (from parents, teachers, GPs society…)
Expectation of adult-child discourse
Fuels the rebellious child
Yeah it was – I think it was just me I
have got a thing for authority. When
I get pulled up by a police man I am
not so good and I want them to just
go away.
(Male, Habitual Smoker)

It has got to be yeah you have got to be wanting to
do it. If you go past and see a car for sale and you
are not looking for a car. You are not going to stop
and write the number down are you? You see
what I mean. (Male, Casual Smoker)

I'm this sort of person but if
somebody tells me not to do
something, subconsciously I want to
do it. (Male, Binge Smoker)

Quitting Experiences

Habitual Smoker

Casual Smoker

Binge Smoker

• Multiple attempts to give up
(tried different methods)
• Question mark over how
committed these attempts
were
• Quitting attempts more likely
to have been prompted by
someone else
• Length of time they’ve stayed
quit is shorter (measured in
hours not days)
• Relapse caused by more
general cravings
• Restart generally straight back
into same patterns of
consumption

• Quitting programs not tailored
to them
• Replacements too strong
• Cutting down = good enough
• Double edged sword =
pointless may as well stop vs.
don’t smoke that much may as
well carry on (don’t know why I
do it)
• Some given up for several
months before relapsing
• Triggers moments cause the
relapse – relapse is slower

• Hide behind denial
• Influence of peers difficult to
resist – people around them
don’t really want them to give
up (part of the club)
• Drink – weakens resolve
• Difficult separating the
occasion from the smoking

What Tried
• GP’s
– adult/child suspicion
– NRT or willpower advice
– Nurses more approachable

• Wirral Stop Smoking Service
– 7 respondents aware

• Patches/gum etc (boot sale) expense – health
concerns, appropriateness for Casual Smokers
• Inhaler – very few used
• Electronic cigarette– not always offered (by
GP) - worse than cigarettes (not part of the
club worst of both worlds)
• Hypnotherapy/acupuncture – some openness,
someone else, expense, not their world

What Tried
• No-one had contacted Quitline
• Fag Ends
– Limited awareness from radio (3 female respondents aware)
• Boots service
– cited but not used
• Willpower (macho coming in)
– Cold turkey
– Macho
– Best way – no NRT
• Cutting down (kidding themselves)

I don’t know because sometimes
when you want a ciggie you find
people really condescending and you
just want to kill them anyway, so I
don’t know.
(Female, Casual Smoker)

Acupuncture and hypnotism, if those
sort of things were on offer, they
could… I wouldn't know, I've never
been hypnotised (Female, Habitual
Smoker)

he nurse, she’s lovely…it wasn’t like
he was telling me off, like a naughty
ttle girl, She was talking to me woman
o woman. (Female, Binge Smoker)

Fag Ends it was on the radio and I think it may have something to
do with if you’re pregnant and having a baby and it was advertised
as that….and they drop you a text message or a phone call every
week so you’re never on your own. If you’re feeling down you just
text this person. You’re allocated like a person who looks after
you or whatever and you text them and they’re like your friend
and they’re like, oh don’t worry, blah, blah. So they’re like…I’ve
just heard it on the radio really but I’ve never got in contact with
them.” (Female, Casual Smoker)

I think they only give you three
amounts [of patches] don’t they?
And that’s it, if you haven’t cracked it
by then….(Male, Habitual Smoker)

On the radio, and it's one in
Liverpool, and they do it by text
messages, send support text
messages, and you phone them if
you want, but it's like a real
social worker, and they're more
like a friend. That sounds pretty
good, the way they handle it”
(Female, Binge smoker)

Wirral Stop Smoking Service
• Tried by 6 respondents (all habitual smokers)
• Experience of using it:
–
–
–
–

Friendly
Not clinical
Relapse = embarrassment & failure to go back
One shot – if patches don’t work, don’t go back for alternative

• For those with no experience
– Fear of being judged (especially by evangelical ex-smokers)
– Resistance to being told what to do
– Minority concerned by NHS (clinical, being lectured, formal)

• Inconvenience of getting there (especially public transport, kids, opening hours)

Wirral Stop Smoking Service
Because they're only open normal working hours,
and it does become a problem because if you're
working five days a week, and they're not open on a
Saturday, what do you do? I’m not going to go
charging to Hamilton Square…you’ve got to pay car
parking and if you go the bus the prices are ridiculous!
(Male, Habitual Smoker)

They come always…they both of them come out with the
same stories…that they were heavy smokers & they got on
the service and stopped, no problems. That to me was a bit of
a gimmick for them, you know. Look you can come and give
me this because we have, which I didn’t believe for a second. I
just thought straight away that’s what you’re promoting you
can do for us, so you’re going to say that. I’m betting you
finish work and you go home and smoke thirty in the evening,
you know. (Male, Habitual Smoker)

We had to get the bus, Rebecca was in the pram & I was
pregnant with him so we’d get the bus up there, go up there,
go to the chemist, bus all the way back and it was just like, oh.
You know what I mean? I don’t know, it just seemed like a big
thing. It was more of a day trip just to go somewhere for half
an hour rather than, do you know what I mean.
(Female, Casual Smoker)

I went down the one on Argyle Street, I went down
there and they were better than the GP with me. But
I have never seen it advertised like even now it’s you
don’t see anything from it and its in a big row of shops
and no one even knows about it.
(Male, Quitter)

Who Do They Quit With
• On your own for most
• No-one of sample successfully given up with
someone else
• Attempting to quit together helps
motivation…but if one relapses, great excuse
• Those who had successfully quit for any period
of time talked about internal motivation as
being the key
• Often, serious quit attempts are kept secret
But as soon as I found out he'd been
smoking in the bathroom that was it….we
were both back on it.
(Female, Habitual Smoker)

Well I thought it went really well. I think
personally if Laura had quit then, I’m not blaming
it all on you because I do enjoy smoking at times,
but I honestly think if you’d quit then I don’t
think I would have gone back on them.
(Male, Habitual Smoker)

Relapse
• What’s the definition of a relapse? (straight
back on the wagon or straight back to old
habits)
• Feeling of failure (judging yourself)
• Embarrassment – unwilling to admit failure
(adult/child)
• Undermines the seriousness of the quit
attempt (change their own goal posts)
• Relief at going back to the norm (habit)
• Increased no of failed attempts move the goal
further away

I just never told my mates. It’s like taking your
driving test, you fail and you tell everyone don’t
you? So I don’t want to tell everyone in case you
fail. (Male, Habitual Smoker)

So within two weeks I’d gone down to a nonsmoker but, even though I had the patches and I
wasn’t smoking, you miss out every time
someone’s going – you want to be there. Or if
you’re in a pub and everyone’s going outside you want to be there, but then you think “Well
I’m going to be letting myself down here” so it’s
hard. (Male, Habitual Smoker)

Quitting Montage

Service

Building the ideal service

Engagement

Supplies

Access

Support

One size
does not
fit all
• Less rigid
• More local
• Incentives
problematic

Building the Ideal service – engagement
• Make the idea of the service as applicable to casual smokers as habituals
• Registration – acceptance that you need to register to get free supplies
• Majority concerned that system would be abused if it was too easy to get free
supplies
• Ongoing visits to collect supplies – again acceptance that this is reasonable by
most. Some cite inconvenience of getting there
• Testing
– Majority fair enough if I’m going to get free supplies and especially incentives number
– Too intrusive for those with questionable motivation

Building the Ideal Service – Delivering Support
One to One Support
•
•
•

Welcomed by the majority
Concern about who (non
judgmental)
There if I need it, don’t force
it onto me

Group Support

Remote Support

• Intimidating for some
• More appealing to (older)
women than men
• Strangers – no connection
• Giving up with friends
problematic
• Associations with Alcoholics
Anonymous
• Weight Watchers more
positive model

• Attractive – anonymous and
flexible
• Instead of or as well as one-onone
• Dedicated web site favourite
means
• Some interest in Quit TV but
unlikely to watch in reality
• Facebook users open but
uncertain how it would work
• Text support divisive

Maybe a mixture. One phone call a month, or one a
week, and maybe the occasional text message,
because it's not painful to read it, but it might be
painful to have a conversation four times a week.
hey could make it a bit more personal, don't have it
s a standardised text that just goes out to groups of
eople at the same time. I think if you make it more
personal, it would work better. (Female, Habitual
Smoker)

I don’t know – you talk to
strangers better than you talk
to your mates. So even though
they are your mates. (Male,
Habitual Smoker)
For me it is more of being like a voyeur like on
Facebook and stuff like that where you can look
around and you can see people’s progress or you
could think oh, this is how this is getting on, you
can see it. (Female, Casual Smoker)

I wouldn’t like to commit myself to a regular session like
that. I haven’t really got time in my life to be
doing….because I don’t see it as that much of a problem.
(Female, Casual Smoker)

They say they'll help you
but what can you do, you
can talk about it, but what
can you do? I could be sat
on the phone holding a
ciggie for all they know. I
wouldn't personally pick
up the phone and say, I
need help, I wouldn't do it.
(Male, Habitual Smoker)

I would rather have no
support to be honest. I
know it sounds daft but I
would rather just have no
one talk about it and just let
me get on with it. I would
rather people just didn’t talk
about it. (Male, Casual
Smoker

I don’t know. Facebook’s a big thing for me
because I spend a lot of time on there but, I used
to just sit and smoke whilst I was on Facebook so I
don’t know. (Male, Habitual Smoker)

Support ideas
• Quit teams – not much engagement with teams social circle around home and
family. Not everyone in the team smokes
• Quit club – need to be fairly confident some interest if it was weight watchers
model. Activity not motivating nothing I want to do together with someone I
don’t know (insular)
• Quit parties – too artificial can’t see the attraction. Party wrong terminology.
You get together with friends to smoke and drink
• Don’t want to quit together

Building the Ideal Service – Supplies
•
•
•
•

Starter pack idea
Casual smokers – what NRT is suitable for me?
Let me choose what I think will help me
Let me collect supplies without necessarily
engaging at each visit
• Posting direct is open to abuse
If they send it to you through the post….people would end up with a great
big stockpile in the corner. I know when the NHS first started giving out
patches, when you went round all the car boots there would be tables of
patches for sale for a couple of pound for a box. At first you think that
they’ve tried to give up but it hasn’t worked, then after a while I cottoned
on. (Female, Casual Smoker)

Book of ideas, maybe an inhaler and
patches, and gum, so you can try
which one's good for you. But just
like a trial one. A sample kind of
thing, so you can try it, and then you
can phone them up and say, I want
the gum. (Male, Binge Smoker)

And sending in…finding the smokers,
get them to sign up and when they do
send them the leaflet pack, they send
a sample of the chewing gum and
lozenges because I noticed the
chewing gum made me feel really sick
and the lozenges were all right for me.
(Female, Habitual Smoker)

Building the Ideal Service - Access
• More convenient the better – fit in with me
• Come to me (door to door, van, telemarketing) majority found it too intrusive, too
public
• Go to (mobile unit, supermarket, online, telephone helpline etc) preferable – more in
my control
• Environment and tone – friendly and informal not clinical and judgmental
• Bringing support into the workplace attractive (like blood donor service)
• What didn’t work:
– Some environments too connected with smoking (pub, boot sales)
– School divisive
– Local pharmacy (druggies)

You've got to get in and get out, don't you?
And you've got a lot of druggies sitting in
there waiting for Methadone. You don't
want to spend too much time in there.
(Female, Habitual Smoker)

That’s where everyone enjoys their ciggies
in most of the pubs. So maybe they won’t
get many people going as maybe there will
be I am not going to stop tonight as I have
had a good drink and a few ciggies.. (Male,
Quitter)

If you pulled a bus up outside our work and
you put free nicotine patches, I'm telling
you, it would be run off its feet. (Male,
Binge Smoker)

It wouldn't work, the pub is where you go
to drink and smoke. Good luck if you can
find a pub and make it a non-smoking pub. I
don't think that would last an hour with my
friends. It's not the right place at all.
(Male, Bingo Smoker)

Incentives
• Majority (28) really concerned about the implications of using incentives
–
–
–
–
–

If you really want to give up then you don’t need an incentive
“Other people” will give up just get the incentive then start again
Cost to NHS
For some their experience of incentives suggests it doesn’t work
Interested in a personal level if it’s there

• Those who are most excited by the incentives were those habitual
smokers who weren’t that interested in the rest of the service
(excitement vs lip service)
• Respondents felt that you would need to have incentives for both short term
(reward for the really difficult bit) and long term quit (making sure you don’t
relapse)

Incentives
I just think so many people like I said that work the system,
they would know how to work that and it just goes to the
wrong people – not the people who deserve it. And I’m not
even thinking we are the people who deserve it. No. I just
think there are people out there that could really do with an
incentive to help them along and we wouldn’t be able to.
(Male, Binge Smoker)

Which Incentives?
• For me?
–
–
–
–

Outings for kids
Vouchers for shopping/leisure (DVDs)
Stuff that money can’t buy
For some women the idea of linking pampering with giving up – part of the new
improved me
– Other suggestion was gym memberships/local leisure centre activities for the same
reason

• For others?
– Legitimises the use of incentives for those concerned, however they’d still choose the
incentive for them over the stuff for the local school
– No local causes that unite them

The Ideal - Let me choose

Access
• Make it local, convenient
• Friendly informal
environment
• Mobile unit in the
shopping centre, New
Brighton Prom, Tranmere
FC (add others)
• Out of hours hours

Supplies
• Free at point of access
• Give me a choice on what
NRT
• Casual smokers - can I
have NRT Lite?
• Give me a starter pack of
supplies so I can find what
works best for me

One to One
• One to one support at
point of access
• Weight watcher type
groups
• Internet support
• Helpline
• Support via my mobile

The Ideal – Treat me Right
• Who?
– real people, (don’t make up your quit story)

• How?
– OK to test me periodically
– OK to ask me to come back to collect supplies (don’t make it conditional on seeing
someone though)

• How to talk to me?
– Don’t make me feel like a failure if I re-lapse
– Don’t talk down to me /lecture me
– Don’t overload me with information

• How long?
– As long as I need it

• Remove the relapse barrier

Communication
• Brand
– Open to new brand if it’s genuinely new and different
– Not too many problems with it being from the NHS
– Partnerships can add something of their own values and take the clinical edge off the NHS

• Tone of voice
–
–
–
–

Like us – straight talking and down to earth
Non judgmental and supportive
Adult to adult
Careful of jargon leakage

• Key messages
– What you want to get out of it

• Channel
– Radio, leaflet drops, posters

Don’t make it doom and gloom.
(Female, Casual Smoker)
They can't nag you on it, because you're just going to
get fed up hearing that, nag, nag. They need to
encourage you. (Male, Habitual Smoker)

They badger you. They come across as if…I mean I
know they are doing you a favour but they always
come across as if you’ve got to listen to me now
because I’m doing this for you when really it’s up to
you. It’s your own choice isn’t it whether you smoke
or not. (Male, Habitual Smoker)

Thank you

